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ur Custom Installation of the Year  

award is chosen from the many 

installations we feature in the pages  

of Sound+Image and our sister 

publication Smart Home Ideas. It is a slightly 

different award in that you can’t rush out and 

buy the winner, but we aim to find an installa-

tion that may inspire and inform our readers 

as to the wonders that can be achieved in a 

smart home today. It is not about loading up 

a home with toys, putting buttons and control 

panels everywhere. Today’s smart homes 

are more about not interfering with interior 

design, while incorporating many forms of 

passive control — using embedded timetables 

to harness the sun for passive climate control, 

having motion sensors to shut down lighting 

in unused areas automatically. 

But we do, it’s true,  look for a certain level 

of toys to play with, a high quality of installed 

equipment and robust distribution of signals, 

and preferably for a dedicated home cinema 

that has been impressively installed. 

All our boxes were ticked (and then some) 

by Electronic Living’s work in this deceptively 

large and beautiful Queenslander home. The 

main home has full audio-video distribution 

of a remarkable 16 centrally located sources 

through to 19 independent areas, with full 

1080p vision through to all areas of the 

home, received by an impressive collection 

of displays, including seven Loewe Compose 

televisions and the 140-inch screen in the 

dedicated home cinema (see above). Three 

areas of the main home enjoy surround sound, 

including an entirely separate detached two-

storey structure built on the side of a hill, 

designed as a getaway, and subsequently 

dubbed “the toy shed”!

The sources available for this full-home 

distribution include a Kaleidescape ‘disc vault’  

which stores Blu-rays, DVDs and CDs for 

instant playback, plus a separate Denon 3D 

Blu-ray player, four Tivo PVRs, two Foxtel 

IQ2 recorders, an Apple TV, and a Cambridge 

Audio FM/DAB+ digital radio tuner. 

Distribution was achieved using Crestron’s 

DigitalMedia system (a copper backbone in 

this case), coupled with a matching Crestron 

Sonnex audio distribution system. 

For the home cinema, Electronic Living 

worked with the team at Wavetrain Cinemas 

to ensure the best possible solution for 

the space allocated. The 3D cinema has a 

motorised 140-inch SmX screen with 

electronic masking, illuminated by a JVC 

DLA-X90 projector with a very superior 

anamorphic lens and transport system. 

Indeed this might be described as a ‘4D’ 

cinema, because it comes complete with D-Box  

motion seating, which uses D-Box’s special 

codes which are custom designed for each 

movie to drive actuators integrated into a seat 

or a platform of seats. Movement is created 

that perfectly syncs with the onscreen action. 

Extensive sound treatment of the cinema 

space ensures the Triad Gold speaker system 

(using three subwoofers) can achieve its best.

Also integrated under Crestron control 

are the lighting and security, plus energy 

and water management, especially critical 

because of the home’s regional location. 

It’s a fine example of how an enormously 

complex system from a technical sense can be 

implemented with a minimum of complexity 

for the owners — this is a world-class job. 

 www.electronicliving.com.au 

 www.wavetrain.com.au
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